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Flush trimming Buffing

The advantages of the KTD G4t6,5 are
your flexibility for the future, with
univerrsal processing of all types of
edging materials up to 3 mm in
thickness. With extremely good
cost/performance ratio.
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End trimming



l{einrich Brandt tlaschinenbau-Gmbl{
Postfach 6108, Weststraße 2,
D-4920 Lemgo 1,

Telelon 05261/6009-0
Telex 9 31 596 mabra
Telefax 05261/6486

The efficient series w¡th the a

The most modern technologY in
a compact construction
More than 1700 satisfied owners of our
compact machines series are already
working successfully with this formula
towards more reliability.
This new series offers even more
advantages.

Units/Qrpes
KTD 64: end trimming and flush trimming
KTD 65:end trimming and flush trimming

plus free space for buffing unit.

Direct glue application
Commercial grade easily obtained hot melt
granulated glue is applied to the workpiece
edge by means of a doctor glue roller.
Due to the glue reservoir being situated
underneath there is no possibility of glue
running out.
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Ssolute answer:

Compqd Edgebqnding lUlochines KID 64/65

Optimum workpiece transPort
system
A driven chain, equipped with rubber
covered chain plates is used to guide the
workpiece through the machine. Exact chain
quidance is achieved bv the combined use
õf half round and flat gúide rails which
guarantee absolute straight and quite
conveyance.

An extendable roller trâck serves as a
workpiece support. Centralised top pressure
adiustment. Swivable control desk at operator
infeed position, with all operational and
control functions easily accessible for
operator comfort.
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I am interested in the Brandt edgebanding
machines and would like you to send further
information on the following items (marked x)
to me:

Edge feed
For automatic processing of coiled materials
up to 0.8 mm. A standard pneumatic cut-off
device is fitted. Fixed length material can
be fed by hand or by using the optional
magazine loading device. Edge thicknesses
of 0.4-3 mm can be automatically infed.

End trimming unit
chamfer/straight
Two high speed motors with a positive ,
drawing cut guarantee a precision cut' The
unit cañ alsobe quickly set to give chamfer
end trimming from 0 to 10 degrees when
banding all round the workPiece.
12.000 r.p.m. motors 200H2.

Gompact series KTD 64/65
with quotation

Standard edgebanding machines
for solid edges

Other (short descriPtion Please):

Flush trimming
chamfer/straight
Both horizontal and verlical tracing rollers
are fitted as standard with automatic adjust-
ment to different workpiece thicknesses.
Swiveling heads allow adjustment from 0 to
15 degrees for all types of trimming require-
ments, equipped with disposable cutters.
Radius cutters can be fitted at any time'
12.000 r.p.m. motors 200 Hz.

Standard equipment
includes
Sound protection hood with window fitted'
electronic frequency changer, d.c. injection
braking on all cutting units.
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